An algorithm is proposed for multi-objective optimisation of Lipschitz objective functions that each satisfy a Lipschitz condition of which a Lipschitz constant is a priori known. The number of function evaluations is reduced by determining a good next point of evaluation using an Expected Hypervolume Improvement (EHVI) approach. It is closely related to Shubert's Algorithm for single objective optimisation on one-dimensional decision space, but sampling sequences can be slightly different.
A Novel Expected Hypervolume Improvement Algorithm
For Lipschitz Multi-Objective Optimisation: Almost Shubert's Algorithm In A Special Case INTRODUCTION Algorithms for optimising Lipschitz continuous objective functions for which Lipschitz constants are known have attracted some attention over the past decades. Shubert [1] introduced the algorithm (named later after him) for global optimisation of a single Lipschitz continuous objective function on one-dimensional decision space.Žilinskas anď Zilinskas [2] introduced an approach to computing the Pareto optimal set for a bi-objective optimisation problem with Lipschitz objective functions on a d-dimensional hyper-rectangular decision space. The Pareto optimal set is approximated by that of a natural Lipschitz lower bound that is iteratively improved. See e.g. [2] for further references.
Here we propose an approach for optimisation of n Lipschitz continuous functions on d-dimensional decision space, motivated by the Expected Hypervolume Improvement (EHVI) method introduced in Emmerich [3] and elaborated upon in Emmerich et al. [4] . We show that our EHVI method reduces 'almost' to Shubert's Algorithm in the case n 1, d 1. In multi-objective optimisation of a function f : D R d Ñ R n the main objectives are to determine the Pareto optimal solutions (simply called the 'Pareto front') in R n and the corresponding set of decisions in D (cf. Miettinen [5] ). In case of minimising, this amounts to determining the points in f pDq that are not dominated by any other point in f pDq. We say that an element y py 1 , . . . , y d q in objective space R n is dominated by y I , written as y I y, if py I q i ¤ y i for all i t1, . . . , nu and py I q i y i for at least one i t1, . . . , nu. If n 1 the Pareto front is simply the global minimum.
The objective of the proposed EHVI algorithm is to approximate the Pareto front of a Lipschitz continuous f . Recall that this entails the following:
. . , f n pxqq for any x D is called Lipschitz continuous on D or is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition on D with constant L pL 1 , . . . , L n q R n if for all x, y D:
| f k pxq ¡ f k pyq| ¤ L k }x ¡ y}, k 1, . . . , n. Here we take }x ¡ y} :°d i1 |x i ¡ y i |, the so-called Manhattan metric. (Note that f k and L k are not powers of f and L, but indicate the components of the vector f and L).
The objective is to use as few functions evaluations f pxq as possible, because in applications the evaluation f pxq can be computationally quite expensive. The EHVI algorithm exploits the a priori knowledge of a Lipschitz constant L to determine a position x D for the next evaluation, given the previous evaluated points and corresponding computed values, that maximises the expected improvement -in a suitable sense -of the approximation of the Pareto front. This 'educated guess' of the new position x is based on the hypervolume improvement measure, that we discuss next.
Expected Hypervolume Improvement
Fix a reference point r R n . For Y R n , the set of points dominated by Y (relative to r) is the set Dom r pYq : tu R n | u r and there exists y Y : y uu.
(1)
The hypervolume improvement of Z over Y is the increase of size of the set of dominated points relative to Z compared to that relative to Y, as measured by n-dimensional Lebesgue measure λ n :
HVIpZ | Yq : λ n Dom r pZq z Dom r pYq¨.
(2) Figure 1 illustrates the concepts discussed so far. If Z tzu, a single point, we shall write HVIpz | Yq.
Emmerich et al. [4] showed that the expected hypervolume improvement is a useful tool for global optimisation.
Suppose one has evaluated the Lipschitz objective function f (with constant L) at the points x X k : tx p1q , . . . , x pkq u. Let Y k : f pX k q and write y pjq : f px pjq q. Because f is Lipschitz continuous, we know that if we evaluate f in x R d , the corresponding value y : f pxq R n satisfies for all i t1, . . . , nu and j t1, . . . , ku:
That is, y has to be in the hyper-rectangle E x pX k q that is an n-fold Cartesian product of intervals in R:
Since one has no further information on the location of y within E x pX k q, we assume that its location is a random variable Y that is homogeneously distributed over E x pX k q. Write E x E x pX k q and -motivated by [4] -define Definition 3. The expected hypervolume improvement (EHVI) of a point x D relative to the set X k of previously evaluated points and corresponding values
where VolpE x q is readily obtained from equation (4).
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THE EXPECTED HYPERVOLUME IMPROVEMENT ALGORITHM
The proposed EHVI algorithm for approximating the Pareto front consists of the following steps:
1. Select x p1q D and put X 1 : tx p1q u. 2. Compute y p1q : f px p1and put Y 1 : ty p1q u. 3 . Select x pk 1q arg max xD EIpx | X k q and put X k 1 : X k tx pk 1q u. 4 . Compute y pk 1q : f px pk 1and put Y k 1 : Y k ty pk 1q u. 5 . Stop if EIpx pk 1q | X k q ¤ ε, otherwise increase k and return to Step 3.
After stopping, the subset of Y k 1 consisting of those points that are not dominated by any other point in Y k 1 provide an approximation of the part of the Pareto front of f in tu R n | u ru, to an accuracy that is controlled by ε ¡ 0.
This algorithm is interesting to consider -roughly speaking -when computing a global maximum of the functions
Step 3, is computationally more efficient than evaluating f .
RELATION TO SHUBERT'S ALGORITHM
Now we will take a closer look at the case for n 1 and d 1, i.e. single objective optimisation in one dimensional decision space. We take D ra, bs R and the single objective function f : ra, bs Ñ R is assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition with constant L. Bruno O. Shubert introduced in 1972 an algorithm to approximate the global maximum of f on ra, bs in [1] . Our main conclusion concerning the relationship to Shubert's Algorithm, which will be made precise below, is:
The sampling sequence of the Expected Hypervolume Improvement Algorithm applied to single objective optimisation pn 1q of a Lipschitz continuous objective function on ra, bs R pd 1q will generally follow that of Shubert's Algorithm, but may deviate at steps, occasionally.
Shubert's Algorithm
We reformulate the algorithm in Shubert [1] for minimisation. Put φ : min xra,bs f pxq and Φ : arg min xra,bs f pxq. Shubert's Algorithm defines a sampling sequence x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . of points from ra, bs recursively, by selecting (arbitrarily) x 0 ra, bs. Once x 0 , . . . , x n have been selected, x n 1 is selected according to F n pxq : max k0,...,n pfpx k q ¡ L|x ¡ x k |q, x n 1 arg min xra,bs F n pxq.
It is shown in [1] that the sequence px n q converges to a point in Φ and that the minimal values M n : min xra,bs F n pxq converges to φ. In practice one usually starts with x 0 a after which one can take x 1 b. This version of the algorithm one may call the Canonical Shubert Algorithm (CSA). An example is visualised in Figure 2 (left).
Computation of the Expected Hypervolume Improvement
Select a reference point r R sufficiently large, such that r ¥ max xra,bs f pxq. Suppose that evaluations have been made at points x 0 , . . . , x k¡1 , with k ¥ 1. Put X k : tx 0 , . . . , x k¡1 u and Y k : f pX k q. Assume for simplicity of exposition that a, b X k . Fix x ra, bszX k and define x ¡ as the point in X k closest to x such that x ¡ x. Similarly, x is the point closest to x with x ¡ x, see Figure 2 (right). Put y min : minpY k q and define
The computation of an expression for EIpx | X k q and its maximisation are established in the following lemmas. Lemma 4. E x pX k q R is determined by the evaluations at x ¡ and x only: E x pX k q rm x , M x s. Lemma 5. HVIpy | Y k q y min ¡ y for y E x pX k qzDom r pY k q minpm x , y min q, y min $ . Lemma 6. EIpx | X k q py min ¡m x q 2 2pM x ¡m x q if m x y min , and EIpx | X k q 0 otherwise. Lemma 7. Define F x ¡ ,x pξq : mint f px ¡ q¡Lpξ¡x ¡ q, f px q Lpξ¡x qu. Then arg max xrx ¡ ,x s EIpx | X k q tx L u, where x L is the location of the unique minimum of F x ¡ ,x : Then x k equals x L,i for i for which E i is maximal. This is not necessarily at i with maximal z i , as in Shubert's Algorithm. Depending on the values w i , the EHVI algorithm may select a next point x k different from Shubert's Algorithm. It remains to be investigated how this phenomenon affects convergence rates to global minimum.
